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PREFA E

It is the purpose of this study to analyze the char

aoteristics of Kio a Indian Art as evidenced in the work

of the school children 1n order to dra certain conolusions

that would prove beneficial to us in our individual inter

pretation of the art principles.

I feel that I have beoome greatly enriched from my

contact with the Indian school children. It was a never

ceasing inspiration to watch them overcome their hesitancy

and reticence in their enthusiasm and love of creation.

In the preparation of this study several methods of

pro~edures ere employed. The work of the Kio a Indian

children was collected and studied. In order to obtain

the best re ults, they were not informed for hat purpose

the work was done, nor were they given definite assign

ments. From the first they selected their own subject

matter, color combinations, and materi Is with which to

work. Different types of materials were provided for them,

among which ere crayolas, water colors, colored ch lk,

colored ink, colored pencils, construction paper, and

draw1n tablets. In working with color combinations the

children were allo ed to choose the oolored paper that

they liked best. They not only drew upon their imagina

tion for combining colors but represented them as they

had actually been used among the tribe. As they loved
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to dra , all that was necessary as the pe i8s10n to stay

after school if they wished "and color." 60 $at as their

love of this work that often they remained through the

entire noon period, not wishing to take the time to eat.

It has been from this prooedure that the major pa;rt of the

information set forth has been obtained.

The second method was the collecting of data concern

ing their history as it would affect their art. This was

acoomplished through books, visits to the Indians them

selves and information from the white people who had lived

among them for research work.

Kodak piotures were taken of the children in their ,

ceremonial costumes, and collected from other ~urces

from whioh reproductions were made. Pictures of relics

were reoeived from friends. en impossible to seoure

the original pictures, tracings were used. In working

on the designs, beadwork was collected a much as pos

sible, other ise pictures were traced from older sources.

In the title page a style of lettering as designed

by Enast Maunkee, Mildred Mausape, and Aileen Redbtrd.

The motifs used are taken from designs of the Kiowa tribe

orked out by the school children and rearranged by the

writer to make an artistic and appropriate d sign for

this page.

The work is based upon three types; past and pre

sent oraftwork, work of the older youths of the tribe,

and that of the Kiowa Indian school children. By these
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three types it is possible to trace the tribal charaoter

istics plain y and see here the white people may learn

methods of technique, color combinations, smd design.

T wish to acknowledge my thanks to the foll ing people

thout whom it would have been impossible to complete

this study. First to my advisor, Rena Penn Britton,

Household Arts bepartment, who has so thoroughly furnished

inspiration and enthusiasm in addition to her capable gUid

ance in the construction of this work. To Mr. doe Cline,
. .-

fonner worker among the ~iowa Indians for relics, designs,

and information. To the Kiowa Indian Artists at Oklahana

Uhivers i ty studying American ways in order to :r:e rfect their

technique. And last to my own small Indian pupils who have

so faithfully accomplished their work, not realizing that

by so doing they may have taken a forward step to bring

back the glories Of a dying race.

In conclusion I wish to say that I know of no more in-

teresting research than among the Indians. They are a never

ceasing source of inspiration and vender. They seem to kno

instinctively what is wanted even though it is still vague

in the mind of the inquirer. To a friend they give all they

have--to a chance acquaintance they offer indifference.

With them it is the proverb "To receive you first must give."

It is a primary necessity to win their confidence and friend

ship before any progress can be made.
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INTRODUCTION

Wherever an Indian tribe is found there also is

romance, mystery, and glamour. It is necessary to delve

into the past of a particular tribe in order to find the

motives and characteristics of their life today.

The Indians have long been a disappearing race and

unless these things are studied now it will be impossible

to obtain reliable information from myths and le gaudary

sources.

The Indians of today speak our language t attend our

institutions and conform to our omstoms but live in a dif

ferent world. Because they have been made to feel infer

ior to the· whi te people, they have withdrawn the-msel ves

from any contact with them And have developed a reticence

and shyness when circumstances place the two together.

They still sing Indian songs Bnd speak the Indian language

but most of their tribal histories and ceremonial art have

gradually disappeared.

Although at one time the Indians had many relics and

ceremonial articles these have been trades or given away in

return for trivial objects. Some have been sold, others

presented as a token of friendship to the whites until there

is at present very little of this type of artistic material.

In studying the art work of the Indians t and of the

Kiowa Tribe ih particular t we find that their art is rather
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closely connected with that of the other tribes, especial

ly the Cheyenne. It differs only in interpretation. Each

tribe is recognized by the characteristics apparent in its

art. The Kiowa Indians bead a mocassin only around the sole

with a small band and a shield shape on top while a nember

of the Jheyenne Tribe fully beads the material. The tribes

are also distinguished in the manner in which they decorate

their W3r bonnets.

The characteristics of the tribe determine the use of

the desiisns and technique. '{he Kiowas are considered a

restless tribe and this nay account far the fact that few

examples of their art show patient and intricate work.

They love to play with their art designs. In all of

their work they have depicted their own emotions, their

religion or even their superstitions. ~heir work appeals

to the intellect thrOUGh ac~~racy Bnd beauty. ~heir naive

interpretation, as well as their s~1bolic quality and love

of realism, lends en intere~~tin.; touch to their technique.

In order to better study the art of the Kiowas only

such material has been. used as depicts their indivi d1 ali ty

and which is outstanding as a tribal expression. The data

used with the exception of one or two reproductions, is en

tirely the work of the Kiowa Indian school children. These

pupils were eight years of age with the exception of Dora

who was ten. ~ith this ace in mind it mcy be well consider

ed that any characteristics brought out were representa~ive

rather than acquired. The children were left to work out



their own ideas and technique. Thus the material used

for illustrative purposes groups itself in two divisions)

(1) Reproductions from older Kiowa Indian Art, and (2) the

original work of the Kiowa Indian school children in the

second and third grades.

In studying these illustrations it can readily be seen

that the Kiowas are a representative tribe gathering mater

ials from their surroundings and combining with their own

tribal lore. In their art can be traced the influence and

many ideas of otll primitive art.

It is because of this relationship that Indian Art is

one of the outstanding studies of the future. It is a study

that broadens as it continues and altbough the Indians will

never be on their highest plain, the sun is rising on a new

era for them in which they may live in past splendor and

future recognition. As the Indian disappears his work be

comes more valuable because it can never be replaced.
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CHAPrER I

HISTORY OF T:1E KIOWA TRIBE

Every Irtdian Tribe has its individual history, tra

ditions and legends. In considering these I believe that

the background of th e Kiowa is one of the mo st pi eturesque J

unicpe, and interesting of the entire group. In their

history is found all the glory, the romance, and the pathos

of humanity. They accepted life with a simple philosophy,

trusting always that the "Great Spirit" would prOVide for

them. They lived where the hunting was good and depended

on nature for food. Preferring the life of the humer to

that of the farmer, they took the path of the Gypsy, going

from one place to another. They lived from the game that

nature provided, staying only as long as it lasted, pushing

on when it was exhausted. They left little trace of having

been there. They glori f1 ed nature because th ey 11ved by

nature. They worshipped the Great spirit for providing them

with it. When they fought, they fought mostly for the pre

servation and the right of freedom; when subdued they ao

oepted it with their simple philosophy and sought other

hunting grounds.

Their entire life was composed of intense emotion, re

ligion and drama. As we trace them from-place to place e

see their love of nature, their happiness in hunting, their

dis~ppointments in war as well as their sorrows and suffer-
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ings on the reservations.
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Being one o~ the last tribes to hold out against civil

ization, the Kiowas fought to keep their freedom and liberty;

when conquered they accepted the new ways and methods of

living. They saw in it an opportunity of enriching their

own life and turned defeat into progress. Today some of them

are contributing their share to ard progress and the movement

of knowledge and expansion. This is true of the Kiowa Indian

Art Students at the Oklahoma University ho are attracting
1

national and international attention.

As far back as there is any trace they had a well de-

veloped type of government. Each person had a place in the

tribe. One of the most important positions was that of trib-

al historian. It was his duty to keep an a curate record in

the fonm of a rough diary of their wanderings. Having few

materials with which to work they portrayed their life on

skins of animals using crude drawings. They often portray

ed the pictures in color using stains from leaves and ber-

ries. The ~iowas were the only Indians who kept tribal work

of this type. In this manner they found an outlet for their

love of art and intense desire for expression.

The first historian of whom we have any mention is

Set'San ho as the tribal historian fo~ a period of approx-

imately 60 years. Later Anko acted in that capacity. These

I
Szwedzicki, Kiowa Indian Art.



Calendar histories are now in the Smithsonian Institute

in Washington, D. C.

An interesting characteristic of these histories is

the fact that a significant event from the white man's vie 

point was not considered important in the eyes of the Kiowa

Indi an. The Custer Campaign to the whi te IIlan was very im

portant as it resulted in the Indians being put on the

reservations. However, it was omitted entirely while the

theft of a horse by a member of the tribe is given promi

nent attention. This may be because the horse represented

conquest or bravery.

Another interesting fact concerning the calendars was

the period of time recorded. This was really half as long

as represented since they regarded one year as spring and

sum.'11er, and another as fall and winter. There was always

some part of the picture that indicated whether it was the

sprini:S and sununer year or the fall and winter. If the

fonner it was generally indicated by an altar with vines;

if the latter there was a picture of a tepee.

These crude drawings were later compiled by James

3. t:ooney, a government representative, and made into a

calendar history with the events depicted in the order

in which they came. It is called "The ::alendar History

of the Kiowa Indians."

In studying this calendar history it is necessary to

3 '
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know some of the signs and symbols used by the to depict

objects and event s. Whenever the sun as shown it represEn

ted diety. The buffalo was their symbol of strength; the

cactus meant re-incarnation. The weeks were represented by

the sticks. The small pox was depicted by painting red dots

on a figure. The coming of the hites is shown by the

soldier's bugle.

Keeping these symbols and characteristics in mind it is

not so di fficult to read the history as it was recorded by

them. Plate I shows that during the fifth week there was a

form of battle as shown by the arrows. ~he Indian with

arrows in his chest probably refers to the killing of an

Indian Spy. The illustration of a house is probably a sym

bol of a fort as houses to the red men were unknown then.

The figure of a man directly under a wolf and ebove a bar

represents winter. Thus it is seen that during the beginning

of the winter there was United States money captured as

shown by the realistic draWing of the silver dollar. Later

the coming of spring is portrayed by the altar with vines.

In the actual making of the calendar, the colors were

tan, red, and blue in flat tones. The figures are more

s:,nbolic than naturalistic and the completed calendar seems

to be in the form of the Egyptian Hieroglyphics. It covered

the time between l832 and 1833. The general effect is

sketchy in line and detail. alar and sportsmanship are em

phasized as well as religious ceremonies.

4





Their tradition or myth concerning their creation is

very unusual and shows their belief in the supernatural.

They believe that the Jreat Mysterious One sent a special

messenger to earth who tapped on a hollow log calling

IITep'pdah" which means, "Come out." People immediately be

gan to emerge. The name of the tribe was "kiagu-dal-Taga"

which means "People of the large tent flaps". This was

because of their peculiar habit of leaving two large flaps

at the top of the tent where the skins were put together.

The Kiowa's first home was in the far North. According

to their first records their original habitation was between

the Rocky Uountains and the Hudson Bay. There is a supposi

tion that previous to this time they lived in Alaska, as

their facial features are not unlike the Eskimo and some of

the designs used by the Eskimo are also used by the Southern

Kiowas. This wqs evidenced when Enosta, on seeing a picture

of an Eskimo design, ilnmediately recognized it as one of the

designs used by her tribe.

The earliest reliable trace of them is found in western

Montana. This is described by them as a land of deep snows.

According to tradition) while enjoying a hunt, a dispute

arose over the disposition of the game which caused the de

parture of ~lf of the tribe. Those leaving journeyed until

they came to the land of the Crows, finally settling east of

them in the Black Hills of Dakota. This tribe of Indians was

very fri~ndly with the Kiowas and helped them in many ways.

6
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rom them the Kiowas gather-ed many customs and d ces hleh

they adopted as their own. One of these is the Talme Dance

or SUn Dance. So great was the friendship between the two

tribes that the Kiowas left their children in the Crow camp

ror several years in order that they might learn the language

and preserve the tribal friendship.

The Kiowas were not allo ed to stay here long. They 800n

encountered the Dakotas who pushed them south. The Comanches

likewise waged war on the &mall party. There followed a

period of wandering. They visited the Gulf of Mexico de-

scribed by them as "The big water which the eye eould not

cross. Proof that they also visited the Pacific is found

in the description of the 2ater where the sun walks down."

From each place visited they gathered materials and insplra-

tion from their surroundings. In time these things became

tribal customs and tribal lore. or this re son the Kiowas

are called a representative tribe.

Their final residence was established 1n the W1chitas,

a r nge of mountains in southwest Oklahoma, here they have

lived for nearly half a century. It is an interesting fact

that in all their wanderings they have never forsaken the

mountains and wherever they settled the mountains pl~yed a

prominent part in their lives.

During their residence in the Wichitas constant .raids

were made into Mexico f~ the purpose of securing horses and

2~oseph Griffis, Tahan - Out of Savagery into CiVilization,
p:-s8:"
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plunder, as well as satisfying their desire to roam and ex

plore. Often the material brought back contained fabrics.

pottery, and other examples of craftamanship.

Their religion,considered as a unit, may be said to

have been a diefication of nature. They firmly believed in

transmigration of the soul and that owls and other night

birds were the souls of the dead. The greatest of their gods

was the sun god. To him they made living sacrifices and held

dances in his honor. The buffalo was also worshipped as a

symbol of strength and majesty. Another god was the Peota

plant, worshipped more in a spirit of fear and superstition

than reverence.

The Kiowas today have absorbed a great amount of kno l

edge from the white people and have abandoned some of their

old customs and manners. It is true that the sun is setting

on their tribe. The tribe is depleted, one of a rapidly dis

appearing race. As the sun sets on their lives it is also

rising on a new era. The possibilities of this era can only

be surmised, but already have been seen the awakening con

sciousness to Indian Art, Indian Uusic, and Indian Literature.

It is truly an American art.



CHAP'P;ER I I

ART IN RELATIO TO THE LIFE 0

THE KI OWA INnI

Before beginning the study of art among the Kiowas it

is best to know the place that art holds in their lives. If

one realized what art means to them, how they regard it, and

for what purpose it is used, one cen better understand the

motives and characteristics found there.

Jenerally speaking the term "art" 'includes literature,

music, and the dance as well as drawing. These are the

elements composing what we call the Fine Arts. Of these the

legends and literature will be dealt with briefly, a general

summary of the music and dance attempted and the rest of the

study devoted to the drawing, designs and symbols, concern

ing which this re earch was made.

It has been found that the Kiowas have a well developed

sense of the beautiful. They strive always to express their

religion in their work. Every type of work is done con

scientiously and in a very serious manner. This is e~ually

true of the music, legends, dances and art.

Their legends are lofty, ethereal and allegorical in

character. There is gene~ally a moral contained in each,

either emphasized or merely a subtle suggestion.

In the legends they strive to express their ideas in

the same way as they would paint a picture. They play with
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ord imagery as they do with oolor with the result that in

reading one of their legends the reader has a sense of

beauty--a feeling of unity J rhythm" and ple sing design.

Their choice of words covers a wide scope and in~ludes

vivid description, imagination, and creates a lasting im

pression. Their favorite legend is "The Chief of the Gre~t

White Horse".

Their ceremonials include music, art and dance. Here

again is found a perfeot bl nding of anotions into a unity

of the whole. Every detail of the ceremony 1s orked out

with precision and accuraoy as well as harmony. There is

no false note or disoord, no confusion or lack of expression.

The oQserver has the feeling of being a part of the oeremony

itself. It is with a sense of disappointment that one finds

himself at the olose of the oeremony only a member of the

matter of faat world which seams monotonous in oomparison with

the scene he has just witnessed.

contrary to the general opinion, the music is not merely

a monotonous drum beat. There is complicated rhythm orkea

out; there is a special method of beating; a special type of

drum. This is made with great care. A kettle is found that

is shaped slmil r to half an ellipse. Over this 1s tightly

stretched buckskin. The Indians of to~aYJ when unable to

obtain the buckskin, use tire innertubes to get the desired

effect. Great care is taken to get the correct hollow sound.



en the drum is completed and accepted the pitch is such

that it apparently sounds louder a ay from the ceremony than

standing near. The original drum was decorated with ierd

signs symbolical of their superstitions. Feathers ere also

used.

ith the drQID is used a form of rattle which is like

wise decorated. As with the drum great care is taken in

obtaining the desired effect. This is made from a gourd of

a specified size--approximately two inches in diameter.

The gourd is cleaned out and put through a process of pres

ervation. After it has dried it still retains its original

appearance. Small pebbles are placed on the inside. These

are chosen with accuracy in regard to size as a sing~ de

viation from the standard would make a heavier or lighter

resonance and produce a jarring effect to the Kiowas~ who

are very sensitive to a single discord in any form. The

handle is then attached to the rattle and arranged so that

it is permanently stationary.

fter this process is completed it is ready for decora

tions. The first and most important decoration is the pla

cing of the good luck symb 15 on the gourd. This is done in

line and 0 ten takes the form of the Batika. In addition

to this, other ymbols are placed at different .intervals so

that no matter how yo~ turn the rattle~ a symqOl is seen.

The last step in the decoration is the beadwork. A colored

string is arranged ith a solitary bead on the end or haVing

11



beadwork half way up. There are t a of these strings, the

one extending down a little further than the other. The

reason f~ this is that they have a different sound when

they hit the outside of the gourd or each other. The gen

eral effect is that of a rattle with a tinkling accompani

ment. All of these details are worked out with the utmost

care. This rattle was started as a superstitious belief

to keep away the evil spirits but it is still used.

For every dance there is a different rhythm. The

Kiowa Indian War Dance, for instanoe, requires a heavy beat

followed by two short beats. It may go on indefinitely or

may stop any time. In this dance it is customary for the

participants to wear the heavy blankets, and the war bonnets.

This is the most difficult and intricate of all the Indian

dance steps and consists of lnany tiny steps taken in a

shuffling method. Most of it is performed on the toes and

the foot is brought down and drawn back in practically the

saMe motion. Very little territory is covered as they gen

erally stay within the radius of a two foot circle. ~he

steps in the course of their presentation have the tendency

to turn the dancer around several times. The dancer bends

from side to side and gives the appearance of a dancing bear.

Only the warriors are allowed to participate in this dance.

The ceremony relating to the peate plant is very unique

and interesting. Originally it consisted of song, dance,

and music. As has been stated, the peate plant was one of



~heir gods, worshipped for the opium effect it had on

those eating it. The dance is now agAinst the law but

parts of the ceremony are still followed. In this, as

in the war dence, only the men are engaged. There are

four singers and a drummer in addition to the dancers.

The singer holds the rattle and shakes it in a slow rhyth

mic motion before the ceremony begins. The sin6ers are

grouped about the drwnmer who beats around a circular path

in the oenter of the drum to the accompaniment of the rat

tIe. 7lb.en the pla ce in th e circle is sounded that 'gi ves

8 note carresponding to the tone the singer Wishes, he

shakes the rattle rapidly thus informing th e drUlIl.IlE r that

he mus t strike that iden tical spot during the length of the

sons. Each person sings three verses. As nearly es cen

be interp-cted the songs tell the effect th~t the peot

rl~nt h25 on the individual, what he sees end how he feels.

At tl1e end of each verse the rattle is raised perpendicular

ly end allowed to descend in a fluttering manner. It then

resumes its rhytr.Jll for the following verse. At the close

of each song the rattle is passed to the person on the

left who goes through the seme ceremony. ~he rattle is

always held by ~he person sin~ing, and each singer tunes

the drum to his own pitch of voice by signifying tte note

the drummer should use. As was explained by c Kiowa Indian

youth, the peote plant is now regarded as a superstition

rather than a ~od. :iOwever, the sonb and. d..rum beat are still



used.

Another interestin~ Gbnce is t~e ~ound dence which has

its own ceremony. In t:1is tIle women pnd Ilen both pertici

pete. Its name is derived from the fact that the Qru~~er

si ts in the cen~er \'1:1ile tl~e others dance around hirr... It

is nee essary ~ 0 '.Jea t t:~e drum for a pe riod 0 f half .'"'n JiOUr

in or~er to ~et t~e correct vibrations. At a certain tine,

eit:ler by e. subtle sienal or a recoGnized intl11 tion in the

r~1ythm, the dancers hecin. 'I'hey are in costume end dance

in E. circle fb~inG the drud. Tte dance, thou~'l rather slow,

is Je8.i.ltiful in Lovement and effect. Those dancin::; take a

side step, bend t::e ':Eees, '~1(:i s~ral..~hten. ''1hen tllis is

done in unison it has s pleasin~ as;ect.

T:ie 3'orLh-:~ille dance is Sil~liJ..D.r to tIle 1ourte'i. dence but

is the Indian love Qbilce. -:ere tIle couples /ire grouped

aoou t the drw11IIler, each warrior wi t 11 :li S liai d. ':'hey dance

'au t stend in the sam e plec e. I'll ere is e son2 that belonGs

to this dance. It is also perforI1led in costuPle.

='heir songs are always sung in the Indian lani~uaJe.

They are very drE¥Oatic, beil1~ accor:p8nied wi th €:8stUl'es.

~~any hours are spen t in order to obtain the correct :::race

ful IT:.ovement for the sons. It was t:le wri ter' s privile·3e

to witness the instru.ction of small .:;irls in the sin''';1nG

and movenent of one of these sones. '211e In<110n mother in

terpreted t:l e son~ as meanine; "Prayer to '}ad ~. '::'he reverent

a tti tude, the graceful 3estures enri ched by the Indi An

14
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costume can only be irrla.,.:inetl. :'he gestures t\lemselves

need. little interpretation cs the :Ieaven was '}ood, t e

circ..J.ler .Ioveraent the sun, while the flat smoothiniS 3e s t ure

wes nature. Ehe so~ was begun h1gh and ranged to a low

tone just above a whisper. It ended by merely fedinb away

leaving a sense of exp.ectancy on the p8rt of the listener.

~he same neticulous care in workinG out of details is

also present in the Kiowa Indian ceremonial costumes.

There is apparently no limit to the time and patience re

quired in the actual constr ction. !!ore work is required

for the costumes of the women than those of the men as

there is i'luch more decora tion present.

The costune of tile Indian woman consists of e buckskin

dress decorated with bead wor~ and fringes (Plate 2). ~he

buckskin is li~ht tan in color, with the beadwork put on at

the shoulder seam followinc; the line uf the arm. Just be

neath these and extending across the chest 1s a row of ~eads,

four to a .~roup, and strung on pi1.eoes of buckskin. At each

end of this row is a piece of material resel1Jling a hand

kerchief which is tied in a knot at the top. ~he Knot con

tains Indian perfume from a wild plant or ;-jerb. Long strips

of buckskin are suspended from the sleeves to 6ive a decora

tive draped effect. The skirt is sewed on to the bloused

waist with a little apron of the same material hich is

beaded in long loops. A beaded belt is worn at the waist

line. Thi sis pe ssed through beaded hol ders in t;le form of
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a circle using green, white, red, and orange beads, as

seen in Plate 3, figure 1. Above the border of fringe on

the skirt is an additional row of bead work which takes

the form of continuous pyramids.

Each tribe of Indians is known by the method of deco

rating their war bonnets as well as the make of the mocas

sins. The Kiowa war bonnet is ~ade of feathers that are

whi te a'p~roxi:nately half the length of the feather and

red at the ends. The feathers are held together by a head

band made of bead work and arranged in a particular design

as shown in Plate 3, figure 3. ~ust above the ear is a

small rosette made of beads and consisting of different

colors.

The mocassins are made of buckskin and beaded only

around the sole and a small shield. shApe on the top. Pla te

3, fi~ure 2, shows this design from an upright position.

The costumes of the Kiowa men are very difficult to

obtain and there are few specimens eXisting. ~eir buck

skin jackets extend almost two thirds of their height.

Under this, buckskin trousers are worn. The sleeves are

fringed from the shoulder snd a small fringe ornaments

thei r chest.

They use their costume as a means of expression and

for the opportunity it affords to create. From the first

the creative instinct has been among their foremost inter-

17
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ests. They strive to accomplish difficult things that

others apparently cannot do. They seem to thrive on

attention and flattery and appreciate sympathetic under-
.

standing. Their background of travel, b~liefs and tradi-

tions, as well as their keen Observations, afford them a

wide range for creative ability. Other factors which in-

fluence this are found in their resourcefulness, outdoor

life, and the element 'of the supernatural. ~rom each of

these sources they draw inspiration and subject matter.

Previous to becoming CiVilized, the Kiowas were con-

sidered a restless tribe, seeking enjoyment in their wander-

ings and raids. Now that this pastime has been forbidden

they turn to art for expression of their thoughts and

emotions as well as an outlet for their enthusiasm and

energy. In the constntction of a picture they travel in

imagination and portray on paper scenes where they have

been or would like to eo.
Briefly summing it up, Kiowa art is seen as a means of

expressinB emotion, creative ability, preserving historical

records, and love of beauty. Art then may be said to afford

the opportunity of turning every day, matter-of-fact scenes

into a panorama of color and beauty. Considering these it

is safe to say that art is to the Klowa a second religion.

To them the elements of art takes many variations.

Some of these are apparently simple but very diffic~lt to



att~pt to co~y. Other ~onxs appear to be difficult and

yet are prepa~ed with ease end rapidity. S~ll th~rs

are complicated and take weeks or strenuous patient work

to prepare. In all types the work is typical of the mind

conceiving the idea.

Carving is clas ed under the first f It is very

simple to the eye but very complicated when an ttempt t

copying it is made. As a form of art it is not pr cticed

e~tensive~y at pre.sent among the Kio as. The mat ri s

used were wood and stone. The wood carving was more pram

inent in the early history of the tribe. It apparently

reached its height ith the oarving of a statue of an old

woman. This figure was less than a fo t t 11 and was rep

resented as having flOWing hair. It was stolen from the

tribe and never recovered.

A second attempt at carving as made om Wh t later.

The material used in this instance was stone. The compl t

ed figure was called the Ta1me and'was used for the un

Dance Festival. This image was ne rly two feet high na

dressed in a robe Of White fe thers ith a single feather

for a headdress. Pendent of ermine skin were spended

from her costume 8 ·well s stxands of blue bea~s. H r face

was painted to represen~ the un. is carving as only of

the head and b~st and is nQ an heirloom in a Kiowa family.

The carving of today aon ist of tne cutting and

decor'atlon or the \1)oden beads, bl'aeelets, and other types
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of jewelry. Very intricate designs are used,. often taking

the form of lace work. They are decorated with ~gns and

symbols representative of their beliefs and tribal tradi-

tions.

Free hand drawing also comes under this classification.

The subject matter has the appearance of being simple and

easily imitated. They have a technique peculiar to them

selves in which the +ines are more indications than reality.

They do free hand drawing more frequently than the carving

as they have more material with which to work and the time

required is much shorter.

Before the Kiowas were civilized they did not know how

to write and drew crude pictures in the hiero~lyphic form

to denote what they wished to say. This was true in the

tribal c~lendar, kept by the historians. The custom still

persists in a manner since they would rather draw or illus-

trate with pictures than to write with words. Many times

they will talk and illustrate their talk with piotures of

their own interpretations. This is true in the accompany-

ing illustration of Plate 4, which was done by an eight

year old Kiowa school girl as she told the writer a brief

history of her tribe. Her name as Enosta Hamilton; in

Indian, Goomah--which means Red onan. As she told a

fact she illustr ted it. The story as it was related

follows: "A long time ago the Indians did not have any

1 james 3. Mooney" Calendar History of the IOOwa Indians,
page 240 ..
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houses so they lived in tepee. When they had no stoves

they made a c~p fire. When they had no guns they ~ ed

bows and arr ws. When they hed no meat they killed deer"

Many times the drawing helped them to talk more freely,

to overcome their reticence in taking part in the oonver

sation, and served as a means of self expression.

Perhaps the beadwork is more prominent among the

older women of the tribe than among the younger. It is true

that the beadwork is not as extensively done at present

as it as before the tribe was put on the reservation. This

is due to the fact that the costumes are not used so much,

in fact, only for formal festivals or commaroial purposes~

This type of art like the free hand drawing cannot be imi

tated perfectly. The Indians cannot resist a set patter

as regards the way they wish the artiole to look but are in~

consistent in the number of beads separating the parts of the

design. They put in only enough to give the desired appear

ance filling in with extra beads to give fullness or take

out fullness by using smaller beads. The finished prodac~

has no ap parent irregulari ties, is smooth in design and tex

ture and has a perfect surface. If an attempt were made,

however, to separate the parts of the design by sing the

same number of beads each time, the result would be confus

ing in pattern a s well as design. Their beadwork is done

more by instinct than by set instruotions or formula. It is

a very important phase of their art as it is primarily by
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this craft that a tribe is known.

The beads themselves are very tiny--too tiny, in fae ,

to be used with a needle. This necessitates a slow process

of running the thread through t 0 beads, threading the

needle and sewing through the material. This is repeated

gain and again until the design'1s comple·ted. The mater

ial used as a baokground for this work is generally buek

skin as it gives a smooth,soft nest for the beads in addi

tion to offering weight ~nd foundation to the design.

Jewelry 1s an art that the Kiowas love. They not

only use it in their ceremonial costumes but in every-day

life as well. The rrethod of making jewelry va ies. Some

times it is in the form of bead work. This is true in the

necklace which is made of hundreds of tiny beads strung in

single ropes and the ropes twisted together. In this type

of a necklace every color of bead is used. There 1s no

definite formula fOT color arrangement, each designer using

his own instinct _s to the artistic value.

Ear rings are made in the same manner. Som times they

are made of wood carved in the form of loops or 6iroles.

Other forms of ear rings include interlaced circles, oombi

nations of balls and loops or even triangles. The ears are

pierced to make room for these articles which are also dec

orated with signs end symbols.

At one time their blankets were woven and made by the~

selves. Very little evidence is found of that no , however,



as the blankets are furnished by the Sovernment in return

for a small charge. In addition to blankets they also use

shawls. There are qUite similar to the Spanish shawls both

in color and appearance. The materials for the shawl vary

from an embroidered silk to a figured light woolen.

Pottery is one type of art in which the Kiowas are not

very .nterested. It seems the a one time, influenced by
r.

the rEi:' s- into Mexico and the m t~':r1 1 brought back, pottery

was ttempt"ed but for some reQ,gJI«U it did not flourish among
,

the Kiowas and they are not i~te ested in the work at the

present time.

In all of these types of art there are certain sJ~bols

or motifs used. Each one has a meaning which makes it

possible to read a piece of art as one would read a book.

The sky was asymbol of happiness. To the Indians it

meant the fulfillment of desires--the Eternal Peace. It

was seldom represented as one color, the introduction of

variations of color coming in the settine sun or dawn.

Death was indicated by a long dark trail, while spiritual

life was represented by mountains and plains. Flowers always

symbolized perfume. There were different types portrayed,

the favorite being the daisy. It was used in a rather

unique manner and generally in bright colors. The leaves

of the flower were prominent as well as the stem. It was

flat and conventional in form and was used alone Or in com-

bination with geometric forms as illustrated in Plate 7,

figure 7.
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It was also carried out in belt holders which are

small disks of buckskin beads, Plate 3, figure 1. Ttl some

places the flowers were used as a decorative purpose only

as shown in Plate 22 or serving- as a border, Pla te 19.

It was seldom that the sun was not shown in the com

position. It was orshlpped as a ~d and is still regard

ed as such to a oertain extent, in spite of the fact that

they have accepted Christianity. When portrayed in a

scene it means a caress. The Kiowa Indian school hildren

loved to play with the sun in their work. Often the whole

sun was not shown. 1enerally they showed it as being part

ly hidden behind a cloud, Plates 25 and 27. ~J1any times, if

there were no cloud indicated, they drew the half sun from

the border line of the picture, Plates 5, 1 , 26, and 28.

r.~ountains were ut ilized in this manner, having th e top of

the sun just showing above them, Plates 13, 14, 16, 17, 22,

and 24. It WAS sometimes shown as a simple round form as

in Plates 8, 11, 24 and 29 or With slanting rays or dotted

lines radiating from tm surface, Plates 5, 22, 24, 27, 28,

and 29.

When the sun was put into the form of a geometrical

motif, it was represented as rays drawn straight from the

sides on e horizontal manner, extending the same distance

on each side and broken by a vertical line with the hori

zontal line then continued apprOXimately one-third further,

Plate 7, figure 4.

27



The wolf was a symbol of ~reed and was ~sed to denote

selfishness or hoarding, while the coyote meant fear. The

distinction was drawn in the habits of the two aninals, the

wolf being bold and venturesome, the coyote slinkin~ Rnd

afraid. It was generally used to denote contempt.

Whenever the antelope was used it denoted grace and

freedom. This symbol was not usod extensively except in

religious matters wh~re they wished to deify nature. Some

times it was used in landscapes or scenes to add ~ touch of

interest. Another symbol that was nsed in the same manner

was the fawn. This differed 8 little in ~he meaning from

that of the antelope as it was used to denote shyness l'lnd

reticence.

One of their favorite s}mbols was the cloud. They did

not often feature the same type of cloud twice. ':'he~T loved

to mould it into different forrQs, pl~ce it in different po

sitions and use 8 different technique. SOHletimes it was

shown as being a rolling cloud with puffs e.t the ed:,es,

ot:ler tb1es it was DBrely a sue; :estion of e cloud nearly

transpsrent and veilin3 the sun. Always the cloud rn ant

di ety to tne Kiowas, esp ecially so when colored in ear geous

~ues. They loved to place the cloud in relation to tho SUR

often :'l8ving the cloud ri sin -5 over it or eVt:l1 s:,oWi?1~ tile

SUIl VJi th [l sffi-:ll cloud over the top. !"'lates in which

instances are carried out ere 12, 18, 19, 22, 24 (figure 2)

20, 27, [',nd 28. In Fiate 19 Enosta portrayes the clouds

as being the drifting type ed~ed with small dots. ~he

irre!~lar shapes are noti coatl e \.i th the lon::; narrow form
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at tIle right and the two small ones in t'18 ce.l ter wi til the

rOu.nded effect on the left. :'his is the most interesting

arran6ement of four unlike silapes. 3ecause the cloud was

a distinctive rert of the drawing they too~ pleasure in

arranging it in the oOrrlpos1tion as a neans of be.lancinc;

ot~er objects, for its decorative shape, or to fill in the

sra cious effect of the sky.

A symbol Lhat is seldom seen ~:t t:2e present time is

tlle rettlesnar::e. In actual life it always ..-;i V6S a nrnin3

'Jefore striking. J'or t!lis reason tlle Kiowas considered him

as beii.1G fair and :dopted it 8S a symbol of fairness or im

~artiality. ~his was ~sed mostly in depictil~ business

affairs suc~ as trading and barterine. It was used sone

times in love ~nd especially in war. It is seen on ~he

tepee in plate 4.

Their lTJ.otifs are very interestin,~ in des1~n, :t'orl1, End

relation to historical characteristics. 'rheir 0eol:Etrical

motifs ere strikin-"~y similar to the early EBYl?tian. I'lle

sana type of figures were u sed and portrayed in th e hi ero

~lyphic manner. The swastika is used by both the Kiowas

and the ~Byptians and in both instances mean the sar'le. In

both the 'Egyptian and the Kiowa metllOd they were us ed as a

method of decoration as well as to further SOfle supersti

tious belief.

One of the Kiowa symbols is the maltese cross, Flate

6, figure 4. This is used on tents, ~s decoration for cere-
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monial materials and as border designs. It is similar to

the ~reek cross but more interesting in spacing and propor

tion. AmQng the Kiowas as well as among t~e 0 eeks it de-

noted reli8-ion.

size.

I

In both instances tbe a~ns ~e of equa~
.'

The motif resembling the bat I1l"tif of _China is also

interesting. Illustrations of both are found in Plate 6,

figure 1.

Pyramids preseht a Wide-scope with which to build

motifs. The unusual type is the pyr~id within a pyramid.

There is a similar motif used amon~ the G ucasians as illus-

trated in Plate 6, fi~re 3. Among the aucasians this was

used as a border design on their rugs. The Kiowas use it

as a border llotit on their costumes. It serves as a decor-

ative effect above the hem of the dress, Plate 2.

T'neir geomettic desisns have the fom of squares,

triangles, pyramids, dimaonds and circles. Angular lines

are us&d exlensively. In the accompanying illustration,

Plate 8, which;is a free hand drawinglby Enast , the angu-

lar motif is used to indicate a building with offsets

which prqduce a variation in the type of line and silhou

ette. The doorway and the anguler steps are strikingly

like the Egyptian. The border is composed of the star

moti f wi thin a ci rcle which was explained by her as meaning

that something was about to happen. It was the following

day after the draWing was made that Enostats mother was
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taken to a sanitarium for tuberculosis.

Many times motifs are used which are triangles coming

from triangles, Plate 7, figure 2. This makes rather a

fantastic effect and yet pleasing in design. It is true of

the large triangles with the points for the base and the

space at the top broken by a smaller tnangle, Plate 7, fig

ure 1.

Another motif using the triangle design is that of two

right triangles with the hypotenuse meeting and having a

smaller trian le fitting into the top space as shown in

Plate 7, figure 1. At the en4 of each triangle is an elon

gated triangle making the base one continuous line.

So:rretimes this trtangular motif is drawn as described

above except that the motif 1s doubled with the same motif

below the center as above, Plete 7, figure 1 and 2.

An effective border made of geometrio designs is found

in the repetition a triangular lines. This is very strik

ing in color with the wider spao9s left white. It ~oduces

a zi~-zag effect, Plate 7, figure~. This motif was not only

used as a border but in the decor tion of sleeves and chest

designs.

Circles are used either alone or in combination w]th

other geometric shapes. Sometines we see the circle placed

in the center of a triangle and always in the center of a

flower. Often the whole unit is composed of circles con

nected with straight lines as shown in Plate 7, figure 5.
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Again it is found in the combining of fou aircles to form

the clover design, Plate 7, figure 7. Sometimes it only

purpose was to inclose other motifs.

The star is a geometric motif Which lends itself easily

to a combination of ~her motifs, Plate 8. They are general

ly used lone although sometimes they are repre ented a.s

being at the points of elongated triangles having the effeot

of rays.

In the accompanying composition, Plate 9, there is a

combination of motifs used. This is the cr dle for a Kia a

baby. At the top of the frame ork are nails placed in the

form of a cross and symbolical of religion. The motifs used

on the crade itself are variations of the triangle ithin a

triangle. The 10 er unit is one large triangle oontaining

two smaller ones and a diamond shape. The spaoing is es

pecially interesting as the diamond 1s the center of inter

est, balanced by the two small triangles below. The general

effect of this unit is dark. Just above this and in oon

trast to it is seen-a diamond shaped motif containing four

diamonds, each having a smaller diamond inside. This same

motif is repeated in the next unit while the next row has

three elongated triangles with bead trimming. The top row

contains t 0 elongated triangles the same size and shape

but the general appearance is different.

In a general summary of the motifs and symbols there

appears to be a strong tendency tow~rd primitive and hist-
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aric art. As m~tianed elsewhere in this study the re

semblence of the Chinese. Eakimo, Egyptian, Persian,

Grecian, and even Turkish motifs is marked as in Plate 6,

which shows a relationship to varipus types of 4istor1c

periods.

The Kiowas do not confine themselves to geometrio

motifs entirely but use, in ad<':iti:m, graceful rhythmio

lines and curves. Neither do they restrict themselves to

the conventional. They use naturalistic designs when they

wish depending upon the idea they strive to convey.

F~owers as a desig~ seemed to be prominent in differ

ent forms. Plate 21 shows the arrangement of daisies as

drawn by Dora. The foundation leaves at the bottom of the

stem are shawn opposite each other while the rest are

soattered. This is the only instance of this kind found

in their work. As they generally have a reason for devia

ting from custom it may have seemed to her that the leaves

made a better pattern and formed a base for the tall stems

and flowers. The seeds are indicated in the center by

small brown dots which serve a double purpose. In addition

to showing texture of the flower itself, they c'ontri but e to

the design and color of the composition.

The flower motif is also found in Plate 22 by 1> ildred.

This time they are placed as a decorative border following

the line 0 f the hills. The fact that the flowers are all

the same color and apparently the same hei5ht and type give
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the feeling that their purpose is for design and d eo

ration only. The sun ha~ been decorated with small dots

and dashes in preferen e to the usual sunset colors.

This same motif is prominent in Plate 26 and takes

the flat conventional form. It makes qUite a decorative

pattern as it is repeated over the foreground.

Plate 29 shows a free hand drawing of ducks in which

design plays an important part. The heads of the ducks

are based on the circle while the body is e form of elong

ated rectangle. The circle motif is also used in the leaf

of the water lily as well as in the border design. The

meaning of this border was not ascertained as Enosta was

uncertain herself as to the interpretation, intimating

that it was an original idea of her own. It appears to be

a variation of the circle motif joined by str 19 t lines

as shown in Plate 8.

The leef motif is used extensively as it is graceful

in form and has pleasinrs movement. It consists of two

leaves being joined together with a rounded foliage effect

at the base. Within the space separating the leaves is

a small fi gure similar to a butterfl.y. This is shown in

Plate 7, fiGure 6.

Often an illustration contains interesting nethods or

variations of this leaf motif. They are placed on the

trees or on the stems of flo ers. They are even used as a

border motif which incloses the composition as in Flete 19.
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As this symbol was originally interpreted as a message

from }od it was worked out in different shapes and often

occurred as mere suggestions.

The Kiowas utilize motifs and objects to give the

effect of balance. This is true of both leaf and cloud

effects. The leaves when shown on the stem of the flower

are generally exactly opposite each other. Wheh portrayed

on a tree eaqh branch has the same number of leaves on

each side. The arrangement for spacing between the leaves

rna y be irregular but the design 8S a whole has ': errect

balance. In Pm, te 5, Enosta has drawn two types. In each

instance the leaves of each tree are symmetrical end for

v'1al, al t::I au ,zI1 the on e on the 1 eft is not formal in the

ple.cerr,en t of the le aves. }:Iere, also, the sun is drawn to

t:'~e b order of the illustration ~-'nd serves in A m.anner to

balGnce the ef..:'ect of the tree on the other side.

'rhe use of motifs to 6sin balance is also true in

Flete '8, in which the balance is very subtle. rhe two

trees et the 1 eft are arran'~ed wi th the fi sh pond ana are

balanced by the sun on the opposite side of tha drawing.

'L'he pyramid is placed in the center. A most insti nctive

feeling of ba~ance and' color is felt in the yellow of the

sun repeated in the gold fish. This is an excellent ex

ample of a formal center of interest in en infonnal setting.

In Plate 22, ~.:ildred has attempted to fonnally balance

the leaves on the stem of th e flo wers. 'l'he trees have been
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grouped with three on the larger hill and one on the

smaller, giving balance by the heavier mass near the

center ith the single unit off to one side.

Line structure is also very inportent to the Kio a

Indian. Perhaps the most outst&fiding element is the

rhythmic movement expressed. This is characteristic of

tIle children's work as well as that of the adult. The

motion may be expressed by a long sweeping line with a

swing or curve denoting intense feeling and rhythm. In

t~le instance ot: animals it is genem lly found in the grace

ful curve of the back. If it is in motion or in the process

of springing, the action is p~rtrayed by u continuous line

sweep from the shoulders to the tip of the tail. With

human fiBUres it is expressed by arrested movement such as

an upraised foot, balancing on the toes or emphasizing the

muscles. These principles are shown in Flate 23. In this

rhythm of line movement the Kiowas are pre-eminent.

In Plate 19, the +ines used,Bs well as the color, tend

to 3ive the composition its delicate appearance. The space

unit is again interesting in regard to line formation,

the largest being that of the rabbit with the carrot. ~he

second uni t in relation to the interest is that· of the

flowers wi th the small nest and the egg-like shapes. 'l'he

nest is shown in a flat decorative anner as wel~ as the

flowers.

In Plate 26, the mountains are again illustrated in
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the ir egular spi olng and the e Ipyment of the -oUrV' d

line is ~sed. At th~ extreme left the gate is represented

by the use of repetition- of the hozrizontal. line. The line

of the fence is interesting in its winding form and in the

manner in which it divides the composition into different

units of interest, that of the rabbit and flowers, of the

trees ~nd birds,. and of the mountains and sun.

Eaoh line used produces an effeot. The rounded lines

of the hills in Pl~~e 17 produces a restful effect With the

graceful manner in which the lines converge and seem to

disappear in an overlapping arr~ement. In Plate l~, the

lines sho rhythm and grace as ell as defining the skyline

of the mountains and trees in the distance.

They use line to obtain different re~lts, one of

which is to break up space. This is done to divide the

composition into dif~erent units as shown in Plate 4, one

unit containing the tent, another the figure with the bow

and arrow, and another with the deer. In this cass, no

unitis the same proportion or shape, the hill sect,' on. domin

ating with minor acaents. This is also seen in Plate 13,

which is especially interesting in this respe:ct. Tb stra. ht

division of_ the foreground is a contrast to the rounded

irregular spacing in the background, prouueed by the con~

verging or th~ lines.

he ability to make clear out lines is also oharacter

istio of their wavk. Each ~ne is expressive and used for



a purpo e, therefor it is sized. No unn ces a y

~ines ar used and even small lines are made clear d

purpos~. This is true of the decorative motif us d

in drawing an Indian costume. rrone are m rely indioated.

Each one stands 0ut s it is in reali~y in both line and

aolor. .

Another use of line is the purpose of defining a

contour or shape of an object. In Plate 16, two of the

mountains are shaped 1n points while the third is roanded.

The contOUr of the hills is contrasted With that of th

mountains as they are flat on top with a c~rved line repre

sen ting the sJLape ..

Plate 12 shows the oontour of the hills and mountains

emp~oying the use of the convex ~ine entirely.. The rounded

line, based on a circle is also used in Plate 12 to show

the outline of the clouds. In Plate 11, a st111 different

type of line is .used to define the shape of the plant stems.

This is in the form of a naturalistio wavering line to sho

the method in whioh the brenohes and twigs re formed.

while the trunk 1s treated in a oOnv tional manner

An interesting effect is produced by the angular line

of the hou~e found in Plete 8. Here they are used primarily

to break the silhouette and to add an element of interest.

It is much more effeetive 1n contour than if a straight

unbroken line were used. Th e le.ngth of these angular lines

are 1n gOQd p~portlon to the ~ize of the building itself



as they are not too large to be monotonous or too all

to detract from the re t of the cO::-1position. The ane> lar

bUild~ng is found in Plate 11 and is interesting in con

trast to the usual peaked root effect. The deer dr wn by

Enosta and used on the title page sho a a deviation from

the ordinary in the use of angular lines in preference to

the ourved. It is more of 8 design tban a naturalisti~

drawing.

Another use of line is in the depicting of Jerspective

or distance. This is employed in an effeotive manner by

drawing lines to a vanishing point causing them to gradual

ly disappear on the horizon. In Plate 28, figure 1, this

result is obtained by diminishing the space between the

lines leading back into the composition. It is interesting

to follow the path which leads to the door of the first

house, winds parallel i th the fence, across the t'ielcll ,

through the gate, and to the door of the second dwelling.

From thera it disappears over the hills, down into the small

ravine and up to the last farmhouse. The line of the fenoe

has been broken and the di vi sion of sIBce produces six

different units to the composition. Although the front side

of the house has been drawn flat, an attempt h s been made

to show the rest of it in perspective. This is also true

of illustrations in Plate 12, in which the end of the house

is shown s ell as the Bide against whieh the smaller

addition is placed and the front. Plate 24, figure 3 repeats



the same principle, and the barn illustrated in Plate 27

is shown in the same manner.

Perspective by use of line is also attempted in the

marks used for grass. In Plate 28, figure 1, they are few

er in the foreground and much more distinct than further

back in the illustration. An excellent example of this is

found in Plate 19, in wh ich the gm ss blades are indicated

in the first elevation while the hills at the back are col

ored solid. The blades outlining the first hill are much

more distinct while those forming the contour of the others

are mere dots.

Another method of gaining distance is by the diminish

ing of the size of objects. The snow scene in Plate 20 is

probably the best illustration of this type. It is inter

esting to see that the trees are in relation to size, the

larger being further apart and the smaller brought closer

together by distance. As distance increases, the space

diminishes until the last tree is merely indicated. Dis

tance by gradation of size is also shown in Plete 11 in the

bird fornation. The nearest being larger, the further

back they are placed, the smaller ~hey are, leaving the

last one to apparently f'ade into the distance. Again in

Plate 27, the two tumble weeds in the background are much

smaller than that in the foreground while the cave itself

is carried out in very small detail to show that it is

further away. An interesting approach to perspective is
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obtained in Plate 24, figure 1, which is an excellent

example of rhythmic line giving space and distance by the

manner in which the path winds over the hills. The p3.th in

the foreground is rounded to gi ve the appearance of the

curved surface of the hill. The line is then broken to

indicate a ravine or that the direction of the road ~s

changed. ~he second path is more narrow that the first and

drawn smaller in scale.

In some instances ~rspective is dealt with very

briefly and Bany times nerely indicated. Plate 8 shows the

rectangular buildLlg placed a fraction in front of the

horizon line which is the only attempt to show distance in

the illustration. This is also true of :r'la te 13, while

Plate 15 creates the idea of perspective by srouping so~e

of the objects in front of the others.

~his same effect is gained by conver~ing lines in the

form of folding hills. This is well illustrated in Plates

13, 17, and 19. One interesting effect is found in Plate

23 in which the car is set fartI! er back and is much sltlaller

than the horse in the foreground. Eere an attempt is .rrade

to show three tires as if the car were actually turning the

curve.

::wery line is definite, purposeful, Bnd emphatic.

Tilis phase of art work is not stressed to such ,elementary

pupils but is something which is entirely instinctive to the

l:iowa children and shows their keen obIiJervation.
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Line. treatment is also used to obtain repetition.

Flete 10 repeats the rhythmic line found in tIe curtains

in the form of the tree outside the window. '1:'his is a

ver:r sensi t i ve flowi ng 1 i.ne. J:1he same t ~rpe of line is

evidenced in the handle of the bbsKet as well as In tne

delicate trllcery of the leaves. Plate 22 shows the re

:.1ppearance of the line found in the curved hills enG. the

line of ·~l1e flowers just below following t .. le exact trend

and direction. ':he scalloped line 0:' the clouds also finds

expression in the tree tops and flower petals.

This same element of repetition is also found in Pl~te

30 in whici t~e circular figures of the wall paper are re

peE,ted in the circular flowers in the window, a Jood eXaI!lple

of the recurrence of U lrlotif'.

One effecti ve use of t:,e repet i tion of 1111e lot if is

found in the borders, end thei r relat ion to the e OIal)osi tion

itself. In Plate 11 the circle und ~eart are used in ~he

outside band with the circle repeated in the flower units

and sun in the illustration it self. 7J· e top line of the

heart shape is repeated in the silhouette of tlle IJirds with

their outstretched wings. Both instances serve to bring

about @ergine of the composition with its border.

?late 29 shows repeti tion of the rounded figures of the

border in the sun, lily leaves, Bnd the fiGures· of the ducks

themselves. The straight lines attached to the rounded

s~apes are repeated in the stel'lS of t'le wo.ter lilies e.nd the



The order of Plate 1 is composed of ~le f~wer

both tbe nest of eges as well as the rounded tops 0

sun rays.
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he variation of the circle form is eVidenced inself.

motif ,which is a prominent feature of t~:e compositi.on i t-

flower~, each apparently of a di ffer \,nt type. Here ~osta

has at empted to dis·tinguish between tIle kinds of flowers

by tile use of line, the first being a series of curved

lines, the second being oblong petals, and the thirC1 being

mere indications. Plete 20 owe tif erent bard r com-

posed of repeated horizonta~ ov Is wl~ in vertical onss,

recurring in the composi tio", in 'the various anlr~al foms.

In Plate 14, the chevron she'cas ~re u ed to outline the
,.9.

illustration which is a variation of the ~Qtif shown in

Plate 7, figure 3.

Hany times the repeating of a motif or object tends to

give the work more texture end feeline. This is shown in

Plate Ii in which the tree shapes are repeated and are

eppRrent~y for decoration only. Flate 18 illustra s an

intere~~ing repetition Of shapes based upon the oi le

Which appears first in the flower heads at the low edge

of the composition. It ag' n occurs in the heads. ~8ils,

and ears of t:J.e small rabbi ts as well as tl18 eg:;s in the

basket. It is even present in the antennae of the butter

flies.

r:otif repetition is especioll:' true iII Flete 12 in
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different proportions is black and grey with red-orange,

yellow-orange, yella and silver. This is especially ef

fective if black is used for a background. The silver

lends a unicp.e f'1nish and a1.ds in the blending of other

colors.

One of their su color schemes contains a pink-

white background or founds 1Qn lth red,black, rose, silver,

and gray-blue. In this instance tne tri-color combination

of silver, gray, an gr y-bl e act s the neutralizi~g

agent.

They also use intere ting color combination of pale

turquoise, ruby red Ve 1 1 n j 1 ow, and orange which

is very vibrating and colorruL. -

All of these color details are found in the work of

the Kiowa Indian art tuden at the University of Oklahoma

in their portrayal of the Kia a dances and costumes. Some

of these characteristics ar so found in the color work

accomplished by the Kia a In 1 n grade pupils.

Plate 13, execute~ by Dora, shows the color combina

tion of blue-green; y 110 -green, yellow, orange, red-orange,

red, and blue. Although the yellow contrasts with the blue

green, it is related to the ye!low-green, while the blue

green and the yellow-green a e connected. The orange trim

ming on the house is also related to the red found in the

object in the window as well 8S the sun end the first ray.
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bei re e ~d 1 the red at the window. The general et ect

>

1iant colors emp s1zing the e 11s. The brighter co 0

of red th
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differ t

that found in the first ray, its color

bd d, y'et 'oo101'"ful background with b

d more in r~ t1n by usingThe sun i

pro'duced 1s

ar found in the foregro h1ch aids in making the com-

po on inter ting fro ilia. iewpoint of space division.

The ground and s yare m de to ppear the same width b

the center sunts tsking the center of interest •
.-

late 14 is Iso 'made by Dora. While this color 0
.\ .

binat10n is not 0 unn~a~ in the selection of the co~or

it is extraordinary in the manner in whioh they are u ed.

The border is the mosttrlking part of the composition,

standing out in brilliant contrast to the composition It-

tance ·,to the drawing

se f d acting s a f oh gives the effect of di 

This 1s composed ~f the variation

o~ the symbol seen in Plat 7, ~igure 3. It is in th fo

of angles using the 'con tra ti;n.g colors of red, white, and

blu.e.
I,. "'1 "" Jr. .,...... ' ~~ e entire theme bql1t· round the mountains wh c

are the most importan. unit of the oomposition. In orda

to rna '8 them look mor distant nd hazier, blue color was

soraped off. The sun ha.s been colored orange in preference
.

to theus. >red or ell wand th s fo s a complementary
-

color scheme with the mountain unit and sky. In this
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composition color has been used to obtpin vario~s results.

Value gradation has been enployed to ;ive distance, in

tensity used for emphasis, and different values for con

trast.

In Plate 15 a different type of SUbJect matter is used

by Dora in which she was nble to obtain. e 1'der scope for

the use of color. This is an Easter design having the

strikin~ elenent in the color combination, repetition and

balance. The color scheme used ranges from blue, red

violet, reen, ~nd blue-green to orange. The violet, red

Violet, and orange unit are arranged in the center as the

contrasting unit and separating the related unit of liLue,

Green, and blue-green. The diagonal lines in green sU33est

t: e ~rass witt the blue above representin3 the sky. ~his

is e simple composition and yet the color scheme is worked

out in harmony and balance, as well as in interesting shapes

and. placement.

Plate 30 1s also interestin~ frail the color viewpoint

in that the entire composition is made with the use of con

trasting colors. The red flowers with the Breen foliage

form 8 unit of complementary color combinations hile the

yellow curtains are used to lend a lighter to ch to the

rather heavy colors used in the wall decorations -qed seems

to stand out as the predominatine color altho gh blue is

used extensivel~r. Only f,;ur colors are used 11. tais

r.
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illustration, with no variat ons.

It is rather interesting to campare the delicate

coloring found in Plates 19 and 20 with the brilliant and

vivid result shown in Plates 14 and 30. Plate 12 in

dieates a daintiness of detail in the arrangement and

coloring of the t10wers as well as the pleasin~ shade of

green used for the house and repeated in the trees for

emphasis. The light shade of blue used for the river as

well as the small boat repeating the rose coloring of the

flowers aid in this respect. Plate 20 is unusual in the

fact that only two colors are used with their varied

shades. This produces a li5ht J cool combination. Plate

27 is also delicate in effect using the light shades of

green. rose, yellow, and blue, combined with the white,

lightly outlined clouds.

A general s~ery of the characteristics of the

Kiowa India n art shows a love of harmony and unity in

design and color. They work with meticulous care to ob

tain the perfection of the finished product. Every com

position contains a well thought out plan. If bri:;ht

colors have a tendency to be inharmonious, a neutralizing

a~ent is used to blend them together. Their color

technique is rather sketchy in detail, buinS put on in a

careless, free manner with little 6ttempt at shading, the

whole being flat in appearance.
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They re not satisfied with purely geo etric designs,

but curves and flowing lines are found e~ten51vely. Their

subject matter is varied and interesting, generally treated

as decorative realism. Through a subtle sU_'gestion in their

work they give a feeling of their personality in the free

dom of expression, love of the beautiful, alertness, and

inaginetive powers. They are free from any restraint and

portray things as they seem to be. '!'hey appear to have the

power of making objects live, so vivid end drematic 1s their

technique ..
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS &~~ APFRECIAl'ION OF ~rlE ART ,aRK

OF T'~ KIOll[ rmIAN SCHOOL CHILDREN

From th beginning the Kiowa has taken most of his

inspiration from his enviro ent. ,fuerever he tr veled

he gathered details and retained the iMpressions far

future use. This offered hiM a wide range of bject

matter Bnd realism. Not only 1$ this true the natural

surroundings but of the people th whom he came into

contact as well. ;

The Kiowa school children,proved to be a fascinating

group with which to work. These six ffinall Indian girls,

frop! seven to ten years of aoe, ere from different families

and yet there is a striking r emblence of characteristics

in the work p:- oduced.

Dora and Laverne Kauahquo w re grand-dauGhters of

Chief Lone Wolf. The family name 'mean Painted ~lanket"

and ori inated from the trading of a h rae far an article

of that type. Dora was the eldest of e entire number,

being ten. Her given name in the Indian·l nguage was

4eline. As she w s called by this at home, it was rather

difficult far her to recognize the English interpretation

of it. Her favorite type of subject matter wes methods of

travel. Ships ere alluring and appealed to her. fancy as

well as horses and other conveyances. Plate 16 shows

Dora's interpretation of the covered wagon. l~owers in the
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naturalistic form were also popular sUbjects with her as

seen in Plate 21. Her sister Laverne a~o liked to draw

methods of travel but her fancy turned more toward aero

planes and flying birds.

Enosta Hamilton, ho we eight years old, was the

interpreter far the group. r name in Indwn was Qoomdah,

or Red oman. She w s so named beoause her mother wished

to live long and named her child after herself. When her

mother became ill and was taken to the sanitarium, Enosta

changed her name to Enosta taunkee, explaining that her

mother was changing her name and expeoted her to do the

same. Although not explained at the time, the impression

was given that the mother was soon to die and perh s

receive another name. Enosta was very quick and eager to

learn something new. Her mind was full of imaginative

ideas while her ingenUity was remarkable. Her type of

SUbject matter differed in that she loved to work with

sil~ns and superstitions. Little symbols to show her thOUghts

and troubles were placed about in the illustration. Land

scapes also were favorite themes in which nearly always

there were rolling hills. Her cornpositions show unusual

ability in scale and color. Plate 17 shown here is typical

of her work. The rounded hills with the folding effect

was a dominant feature. The row of trees at the base gives

a decorative touch as well as employing the trian~le motif.

The straight path leading to the mountains is shown in

.~





perspeotive nd oombines the curved line with the straight

line effect. Another very interesting det il found in

practically all of her work is the colors of the sunset

which are red, orange, and yellow

Lucille Redbird, in Indian Pelee, as also eight years

of age. She was vivacious and restless. Her health was

poor, however, and she was out of school much of the time

because of illness. Her work was more interesting in the

color schemes used than in the subj&ct matter. Her themes

were likewise drawn around nature and generally took the

form of landscapes.

Aileen Redbird, a cousin of Lucille, was the smallest

of the group. AlthOUgh she was only seven she was in ~uch

demand for her participation in Kiowa dances and songs.

Each swmner at Indian gatherings she was paid to dffilce with

her parents, all three being well versed in this art. In

her compositions she was not as clear as the others. TIer

objects were always tiny and hard to distinguish as to size

and shape. lIer work was better in color than form. The

tent drawn on the title pa~e is taken from one of her

illustra tiona.

1'tildred !~ausape, a second grade student, was the IIlost

affectionate child of them all. Her work is full of deta 11

and contains many objects as illustrated in Plates 18 and

25. ~utterflies becane intensely interesting to her, 9S

well as the subject of aeroplanes. Plate 18 shows a

64
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representation of her subject matter. Although too small

to know much about proportion end perspective Mildred has

arranged the com~osition rather well. The tree w1 the

butterfly is the center of inter~st end the ~aster e3'S

with the rabbits filling the space between. The latter

are placed in a uniQue-manner with a p rent ~nd e baby

rabbit repeated tWice and two tiny bunnies on the end.

The flowers are for decorative purposes only and are identi

cal in height and formetion. The tiny tree at the ri~ht

may have been placed there to offset the p8th le ding to

the house or to keep the left side of the composition from

being too heavy. Veriety of subject matter is aLso shown

in Plate 25. Here we see various animals, cloud, trees,

flowers Gnd houses combined wi th no sense of ::!erspective

or scele.

\11 six of these children worked with l~ndsoares 8nd

nature to e ,2;reat extent. If flowers were used, they were

usunlly represented es e certain type and distinctions

made between that uni t ':ind the others. ~30th np turali at ic

end conventionpl styles were used, often rppearins in the

Saf11e coprposition. is is true of Flate 26, in which the

naturclistic birds and sQuirrel 9re contrasted to the

conventionalized flowers.

Probably one of the nost represeJ, t["t i ve t;~ei [c-;nts found

in th iss tudy was tIl'" t of reeli sm. I.uil :81s drawn were

shown ~s a rule as if they were really ali ve. -=':lere w-:.: s
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no intentional misrepresentation or fallacy. SUbject

matter was depicte as it appeared to them. Sometimes the

children were given work to do in whioh the subject matter

did not seem to them as being true. ~hen this h€Vpened

it was not unusual to find that they carried out directions

in class work nd when finished the objeot was drawn just

below the pioture in the manner in which th~ thought it

should appear. This was first noticed in ~nosta's work.

She was given a small picture of a do~ _bo~t which she

was told to wri te a story for compos1 tion. '2he dog did not

appear to her to be accurately drawn so she re-arranged

the illustration placing curves to represent the wa~ging

of the tail and small marks to indicate toe nails. 7illen

this was finished she was able to ~oncentrate upon her

assignment.

mis same realistic influence w s ~arried out in the

colorinb. Cbjects were portrayed es they really ar peared

in nature •. In spi te of the fact that the Kiowas loved

brilliant hues, they could not be persuaded to color in a

part of the picture when it woul d be untrue or false. PIa te

24, figure 4, \Jas drawn by :'ildred. When it was first

presented in line form it was supposed that the circles on

t~~ tops of the mountains were meant for the places touched

by the sunset. It was very astonishing, therefore, to

have the picture :ft11ly colored wi th the exception of these

places. When questioned for the reason the children seened

very sur?rised at the apparent lack of natural knowled~e,





replYin~ that it was snow and could only be colored with

white. Tn this instance opportunity for color was rejected

for reality.

o m8tter ho much appeal a composition had for the

Kiowa children, the] auld make no attempt to finish or

color a piece or work done by another. ile searching

for something to do, several were offered work th~t had been

started by one of them and never conpleted. This they re

fUsed to do with the statement that it was hers. There

seemed en unwrit~en law that whoever started a piece of work

must also rinish it.

An unexpected characteristic found in this study was

that of hl1mor. It is a. Jeneral orinion that Inch ans have

none of this quality. This is true only in their associa

tion With the whites in which their reticence hinders their

true characteristics from Appearing. In this type of work

it took various form. Enosta liked to portray objects in

a ridiculous light when she was in a playful mood, such as

the placin~ of li:hted cigars in the mouths of animals, s

well as placing musical notes from the throats of birds,

Plates 26 and 27.

As the Kiowas have always been restless in their mode

of living, so they are in their art. It was a very diffi

cult matter to keep them bUsy for any length of time with

out a rest or a change of position. They might start with

very serious intentions and work in absorbed silence for

rive or ten minutes at the end of which time they would
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wish to move around, laugh and talk. If they had not

finished the sUbject they were working on by th t time it

would probably never be fini hed a the thought was broken.

Neither do they like to epe t a comp 1t1on or do it

over. ~en th y finish they like to look at it, admire

it snd talk about it, but consider it a thing of the past.

They would repeat it if asked to do so, but no COllposition

is ever as pleasing as the first one, as the joy of creation

has departed and it becomes copy work. This made it neces

sary in compiling the study to hectograph the illustretions

from the originals, matching color and tone as nearly as

possible. It also accounts for the fact that the paper

used and the blue lines of the hecto6 raph have a tendency

to change the general appearance to a certain extent.

In addition to these general characteristics previously

mentioned, each child had individual traits or peculiarities

which marked the work as hers. Enosta loved to draw clouds

in a decorative manner with small dots repeated at intervals

along the edge of the outline. This is hown in Plate 24,

figure 3, and Plates 12 and 19. Brilliantly colored sun

sets were also individual with osta in vhich the red

merged into orange which in turn gave place to yellow.

(Plate 24, figure 2, Plate 17).

Dora used very little decoration about the sun, some

times none t all. If she felt that it needed more emphasis

she sometimes dre small rays about the surface as seen in

Plate 14. Her clouds, when shown, were full And rounded
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giving the appearance of puffed edges. When Mildred

showed clouds in an illustration they often took the form

of a scalloped background as seen in Plate 22. or were

small and scattered similar in size and shape in Plate 25.

They also differed in the manner in which they por

trayed animals. Dora portrayed animals in a very realistic

manner, showing line movement (Plate 2 ) 1ldred's

animals were su lly dr witn no r ard 0 cale or

perspective, f 1 te 25}. Enosta sho ad animal from differ-

ent viewpoints. sometimes from a side 1e. and often from

the back. PIateO 20 1s a snow scene b her in whi ch the

animals are shown from both the side and the back. This

also illustrates her alertness and powers of observation.

Both detail and prOportion were characteristic of

Dora's work. As has been stated before, the Kiowas are

very alert and receptive, even though they may have no use

for it at the time they retain 8 mental image for future

use. 'This gives them a realistic portrayal when needed.

Plate 23 illustrates this in a line drawing. For this

composition the acauracy with which Dora has shown the

muscles of the horse, the shape and p~oportion of the head,

as well as the walkin.; effect, is unusual in 8 third srade

pupil. The small intricacies of the bridle are prominent

even to the rosette below the ear. The proportion of the

entire horse is very realistic. This illustrates elsa the

line movement peculiar to the Kiowas. The horse appears

to be actually walkinz with the neck shown as it moves up

I
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end down in coordination with the steps. The cacti are

the type found in New ~exico and Colorado, while the

mountain in the background is depicted in an~~lar lines

very similar in sh pe to Little Bow Uountain, one of the

chain of Wichitas found south of Hobart, Oklahoma, and which

has a remarknble rock formation .t the summit in the shape

of a square room. The sharp Bnc;ular fiGures on the side

of the mountain probably represent caves.

Imagination and orisinrlity were ever present in their

work. As was characteristic of the tri~e in general they

seldom, if ever, used models. In this manner their ime2ina-

tion was trained to respond when called on for more elebo-

rate work or details. Their alertness helped in this

respect 81so. Enosta w[-s probably more outstanding in this

than the others. An instance is recalled in which she

was v;or~:in ~ after scllool hen in the course of conv(~rsation

the topic of ki ttens was mentioned. This immediately orou..'ht

to her mind her own white kitten ~t home and she pIDceeded

to draw a picture of it. This same kitten is shown in

-Plate 5. Another manne~ in which her imagination was Given

fUll reign was in the co~position of a desert scene. This

was done in class period and developed from one object to

the next. -:'he theme was extraordinary in itself, ()ein~

tlv.t of a skeleton ut the base of the hills. I'rear tl1e

skeleton was the posted si~n of d nger. ~he belief in

the su~ornaturel W2.S carried out in the for;'l of r- '10 ..,l. i..n!.

coyote shown on a rock in the u~",:p8r ri~ht-hand ~arner of

I
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the illustration. Enosta W8.S very er!iphatic thet this W[~S

a nL~ht scelie and colored it in a unique :;J.Rnner usir... :; a

blood-red moon, Jli<Li ~ht blues LAnd purple. As h8 s been

mentioned rreviously the coyote ....,:"S a syr.Jbol of feer.

Often the children pref.erred to -:;'0 VJork in C' SITlf1ll
.

scale. Nothil... S deli ~h ted them so r:lUch as to draw on tiny

pieces of c&rdboard or r:18ke slUell booklets of illu.stretions.

Flate 24 shows this chur~ct~ristic. In fi']Ure 1 the fnv-

ori te thene of hills is eI.lployed for the fO"J.ndati on Vlork.

3raceful curved lines are used to ~sin this effect. A

vsrirtion of sh3pe is found in the size end contour. The

peth 00in~ over the hills is s~lOwn to be the \';indin:; t:~pe

confor" lin=...; to the 3;Lpe of the clevat ions. 'Ele colors of

t:le sunset E-nd the sun rG.~Ts are :;;rouc bly used to make t:li s

uni t more interestin..; to co'mteract the rather siJiple

sUJject matter. ~i0ure 3 of this plate is bnother tY~0 of

lsndsc.< pe, c01':1Jinia-:; e':trth, sky SllU water. The cloud

effect is interestill~ in the smell dots around the edJe to

Give the effect of wind ~uffs. It is r~th8r ~leasin~

combination, dainty :-·nd fellciful. _il~ure 4, the interest

lies in the uneven line of the treetops as well 8S in the

brilliance of the sunset. ~le tops of the wountains are

represented in a naturslistic manner Gnd arparellt1:c C8.!'1)(~d

with snow. (rrhe colors used ere very few in llUI!lber).

In compositions 1 and 2, Plate 28, there are different

types of sJbject matt~r cerried out in sm311 detail.

Fi2ure 1 is another scene of ferTI life, repre::,cn" Ll-': C
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rurcl nei.~~lborhoocl. _\1 t i lOU.3h til 1. s i llustrut ion is only

in line for:n, it sf. 0 ,. s r', Vl ,r cle' rl~~ tl:e coun tr~r asr>ect.

Fi~ure 2 cont~'ins 0. new type of SJ. )ject I:1fltter. :Iere

Enosta has 'i ven the inpression of a sOene in ".. hich the

path of the moon eppears on the ~,i&.tcr end ',8S treeted it

by a different 8fproacn. The noon bein2 red, she has

chosen yellow for the p8thwa~T. This color is repeated in

t~e stars, which thou~h small ere perfectly shaped. The

cloud has been indic~ted in a very broken line rather than

fully outlined. The dashes placed inside the cloud give

the effect of shape while the line of the boat and sail

has been utilized to depict motion~ The picture hcs been

drawn small to sc~le, yet the objects ere nicely pro,or

tioned and spaced. Other instances of sUbject matter

foreign to them are found in the Easter scene, Plnte 19,

and the aeroplanes as shown in Plate 18.

SnaIl detail is shown in Plate 26 by ")"lQsta which is

a rurel scene. Perhaps the ,"ost outstanding part is the

distinctive division of spaces by the fence, the red

birdts nest and other smell details for interest. ~nosta

was very anxious to point out the feet tl12.t the sr lall dots

above the birds were notes th.:·~t they were sin i g. An

element of interest is found in the fact that the birds

althou~h red have tiny blue eggs. The squirrel is drawn

from a side view 2nd is shown in a natural ~ositiorr.

Plate 27 is similar in t~r~e and also done b~1 ~nosta.

The most noticeable 8l~~ent here is in the cloud fOTIlstion.
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rhe broken curves re used perhaps tQ give the effect of

wind puffs. Additional emphasi 1 found in the lines

inside the cloud its If. In this as in the previous work

there are no two slike in size. The sun 1s again p rtly

hidden and in the lower r1~ht hand corner is found the

portrayal of a tumble weed or Russian thistle found in

Okl homa. A clear distinction is shown between the barn

and house in color and structure, unquestionably similar

to farm houses in her community. Her love of small det 11

is sho~ in the storm cellar near the house with the fi~re
u

ready to descend. The lacy pattern made by the tree,

as well as the bird sinsing, are interesting elements in

the illustration. The plain open spaces of sky and land

give a very descriptive and typical Oklahoma atmosphere.

In consideration of the art of the Kiowas as a Group

there are several facts that must not be overlooked. One

of these is that in their contact ith the white people,

they have gained information and knOWledge that has aided

them in perfecting their art. They have investigated and

conquered the use of new materials which they did not have

before becoming civilized. Water colors and oils have

proved a fascinating medium to the older artists in which

they are able to obtain the effect desired in their work.

Among the smaller Kiowas severdl elenlents were

noticeable which they had learned at school and which they

adopted for future use. One of these was sketchin~.

Although sketchin~ was used in the primitive period it was
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in the form of a mere indicated line. It is not the

same technique used as at the present time. Then the

line was very meagre as to detail. The type learned by

the children was the blockinG in type in the form of short

lines to obtain the general outline before going over it

in detail. This type of technique was not emphasized but

only explained and was immediately adopted by them as an

easier nethod of expression before the thought of the

composition was lost. In this respect it is the nearest

of all their characteristics to being ac~uired.





CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The manner in which the white people have aided the

Kiowas appears small and insignificant when co~pared with

the way in which they have contributed to our art. From a

perusal of the portfolio on Kiowa Dances and costumes,

prepared by the Kiowa Indians at Oklahoma University, as

well as the characteristics apparent in the work of the

Kiowa Jrade children, certain outstanding tendencies are

evidenced by which the white people could benefit in study

ing and adopting the same principles. Among these is the

ability tQ show restrained movement. This may better be

described as the power of giVing apparent life to objects

portrayed. It is probably due to their exceptional know

ledge of anatomy and to their interpretation of movement.

They have contributed to the world a wealth of imagina

tion, glamour, and kaleidoscopic color, waich has succeeded

in producinB a new impetus and inspiration to art in general.

Their direct and expressive methods have a tendency to

awaken a new trend of thou~ht toward artistic progress.

Their histor~cal background in which is combined their

intense emotions, superstitions and religion has ~iven them

access to an inexhaustible supply of unusua~ subject matter

as well as an abundance of motifs and desi~ns, while the

variety and brilliance of their color co~binations has

added a refreshing contrast to knowledge already in use.
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The dramatic quality is one of the most import t

elements the Kiowas have contributed to the world o~ art.

Their compositions are full of emotion and feeling, whil

every stroke has some meanin~. There are no unnecessary

lines and no Mscord .. Their work is compact and yet the

smallest detail is not overlooked.

Pe~haps the most difficult chara~teristio or the

Kia as from the viewpoint of the white people is that of

the portrayal of the human figure and perspective. That

this is an inherited trait is found also in the work of the

Kiowa school children, Plates 19, 20, 24 and 28. It is a

continued marvel to others how these people so close to

the primitive state can so accurately abo the movements of

the human figure.

Kiowa art therefore may easily be appreciated for

the dramatic qualities, clearness and unsophistication of

SUbject matter, interpre etion of distance and exactness

of detail as well as the accuracy in portraying the human

figure.

A general summary of the characteristics found a~mong

the Kio a Indian school children would include the use

of tribal motifs and symbols in the form of borders, as

well as for decorative purposes in the picture itself; a

knowledge of geometric figures of circles, squares, and

triangles and a wide variety of SUbject matter based. upon

nature, belief in the supernatural and present day environ

ment; a knowledge of color and its meaning and balance in
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That Kiowa Inman Art has influenced the wo o~

11 y.toda _i ~ und in the increasins value of it

addition to the ability to show line movement and rhythm.

char~cteristic with the children of this age •
•

Realism, as well AS the conventional, is a ell developed

~lertness, vivid imagination and the desire for improvement

have been the foundntion upon which their ~ork was based.

I

lany Spanish homes and houses of the southwest have found

a purpose for it in the decorative eleLlent Which it

possesses as well as from the artistic vi wp int. e

motifs are adaptable and suitable to different use in

es1gn and color.

As 1 ~g as the world of art is alert to new ideas and

ins 'Tations, as long as hUman nature 1 interes in

originality and technique, and as long as th8r 1s a demand

for indiVidual interpretations, thbt IO~3 will Indian Art

be recognize as one of the influential foro Of th

world of pro~ress. As such Kiowa Art will hold its place

In conclusion it may be safely said that these

characteristics set forth in this study are inherited end

tribal characteristics rather th~n aCQuired as they ere

evidenced among the children of the tri~e as early as the

seventh and eiehth year. ~ith this in mind, the fact stands

out that these are representative traits of the tribe itself

and therefore characteristic of the Kiowas as a who~e and

that fron the study of them inportant aids ~ay be found for

the progress of present-day art.
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